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Abstract – In this work, sensitivity studies were
performed using the EMTP in order to show the effects
of shunt conductances on the characteristic impedance
and on the propagation function of overhead
transmission lines. Time domain simulations were
carried out using modal and phase-domain line models.
It is shown that simulation results are very sensitive to
shunt conductance values. Laboratory measurements
were carried out to provide better estimations for
overhead line shunt conductances. Different insulator
types, arrangements, and voltage classes were
considered in the measurements. The estimated values
can be used as default values for overhead transmission
lines in EMTP programs.
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Shunt conductances were estimated for glass, porcelaintype and non-ceramic insulators for 138 kV and 230 kV
voltage classes. The estimated values can be used as
default values for overhead transmission lines in EMTP
type programs.

II. OVERHEAD LINE PARAMETERS
Consider an infinitesimal element with length dx of a
single-phase transmission line, shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Infinitesimal element of a single-phase transmission line.

I. INTRODUCTION
An accurate transmission line model must take
frequency-dependent parameters into account. In
frequency domain, a transmission line is completely
characterized by the characteristic impedance and the
propagation function [1]. These parameters are calculated
from the line geometry and from conductors and ground
resistivity data [2 - 7]. In several versions of the EMTP
(Electromagnetic Transients Program) default values are
assumed for the overhead lines shunt conductance [8 11]. The shunt conductance is considered to be a constant
diagonal matrix, but the user is allowed to change its
default values.
In this work, sensitivity studies were performed using
ATP [10] and EMTDC [11] programs in order to show the
effects of shunt conductances on the characteristic
impedance and on the propagation function of overhead
transmission lines. It is shown that the characteristic
impedance, in the low frequency range, is very sensitive to
shunt conductance changes whereas the propagation
function remains the same. Time domain simulations for
three-phase and double circuit three-phase transmission
lines were carried out using transmission line modaldomain [1, 12] and phase-domain models [13 - 17].
Laboratory measurements using a high voltage
Schering bridge were carried out to provide better
estimations for overhead line shunt conductances
considering different insulator types and arrangements.

In Fig. 1:
R’= resistance in Ω/km;
L’ = inductance in H/km;
G’= shunt conductance in Ω -1/km;
C’= capacitance in F/km.
In multi-phase lines, the resistance R’ is the result of
the intrinsic conductors resistance plus the contribution of
earth path resistance, both frequency-dependent. The
inductance L’ is also frequency-dependent, it is the result
of the conductors inductance, earth path inductance and
mutual inductance between phases.
The capacitance C’ is nearly constant with frequency
and depends on the line geometry. In EMTP programs,
the shunt conductance G’ is a diagonal matrix, whose
values, gii , are defined for default, allowing for user
changes. Default values are: g’ii = 0.2×10-9 mhos/km in
FDDATA routine by MICROTRAN [9]; g’ii = 2.0×10-9
mhos/km in LINE CONSTANTS routine by ATP [10];
and g’ii = 1.0×10-7 mhos/km in LINE CONSTANTS
routine by EMTDC [11].
In summary, for a multi-phase line one could write:
Z ' (ω ) = Z 'i − int (ω ) + Z 'ext (ω ) + Z 'earth (ω )

Y ' (ω ) = Y 'ext (ω )

where:
Z’(ω) = R’(ω) + j.ω.L’(ω), serie impedance matrix;
Y’(ω) = G’ + j.ω.C’, shunt admittance matrix;
Z’i-int (ω) = intrinsic conductors impedance;
Z’ext (ω)= geometric impedance;

(1)

Z’earth (ω) = earth return path impedance;
Y’ext (ω) = geometric admittance.

Modal models are accurate and efficient, but limited
when applied to asymmetric lines, multi-circuit lines and
underground cables. In these cases, phase-domain models
had shown to be more accurate [13, 15, 16].

III. CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE AND
PROPAGATION FUNCTION

V. IMPLEMENTED ROUTINE

Consider a multi-phase transmission line shown in
Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Multi-phase transmission line.

Voltages and currents, in the frequency domain, must
obey the following equations:
Ek (? ) − Z c (? ) ⋅ I km (? ) = [Em (? ) + Zc (? ) ⋅ I mk (? )] ⋅ A(? )

Em (? ) − Z c (? ) ⋅ I mk (? ) = [Ek (? ) + Zc (? ) ⋅ I km (? )] ⋅ A(? )

(2)

The authors implemented a routine to compute the line
parameters. The program calculates Zc(ω) and A(ω) in
modal and phase-domain. All formulations proposed in [2
- 6] were implemented and the user can choose between
them. It was validated through comparisons with LINE
CONSTANTS routines of ATP and EMTDC results.
During the implementation and tests of the line
parameters program the following questions came up:
what are the default value to be chosen for the shunt
conductance? How does the choice affect time-domain
simulation results? Is a fixed shunt conductance value for
all line configurations and voltage classes a good choice?

where:

VI. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Zc (? ) = Y ' (? )−1 ⋅ Y ' (? ) ⋅ Z ' (? ) , characteristic impedance

A(? ) = e

matrix;

− Y '(? )⋅ Z '(? )⋅ d

, propagation function matrix;
d = transmission line length;
E (? ) = voltage vector in the frequency domain;
I (? ) = current vector in the frequency domain.
The characteristic impedance (or admittance) and the
propagation function characterize a transmission line
completely.

The accuracy of a transmission line computational
model depends on the fitting process to obtain rational
functions in the modal-domain or in the phase-domain
[12, 13, 16]. Sensitivity studies were performed using the
EMTP in order to show the effects of shunt conductance
on the characteristic impedance and on the propagation
function of overhead transmission lines considering modal
and phase-domain models.
A. Modal-Domain

IV. MODAL AND PHASE-DOMAIN MODELS
The solution of equation (2) can be found either by
using Modal Transformation or by performing
calculations directly in phase-domain.
Using the Modal Transformation [19] the “n” phases
of a multiphase line can be decoupled in “n” single-phase
lines. The modal characteristic impedance and modal
propagation function are approximated by rational
functions in the s plane [1]. Zc(ω) and A(ω) are diagonal
matrices. The transition from frequency domain to time
domain is done directly without the use of inverse
transformations. In time domain simulations, the voltages
and currents in phase-domain are transformed to modaldomain and back to phase-domain again using Modal
Transformation matrices. The modal-domain model is
largely used and it is available in practically all EMTP
programs [9 - 11].
Equation (2) can be solved directly in phase-domain
[13 - 17]. The characteristic impedance and propagation
function are approximated by rational functions in the
phase-domain. Here, Zc(ω) and A(ω) are full matrices.
EMTP programs, like EMTDC and ATP have phasedomain models implemented [16, 17].

Consider the three-phase untransposed transmission
line shown in Fig. 3. Using LINE CONSTANTS ATP
routine [10], Zc(ω) and A(ω) were calculated in the
frequency range from 10-2 Hz to 106 Hz for two chosen
shunt conductance values: 2.0×10-9 mhos/km (default
value) and 1.0×10-9 mhos/km (small absolute variation of
default value). The results are shown in figs. 4 to 6.
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Fig. 3. Three-phase untransposed transmission line.

In the low frequency range, the magnitude and phase
of the characteristic impedance are very sensitive to the
shunt conductance value whereas the propagation function
remains the same.

It can be observed that small absolute changes in the
shunt conductance values led to different results in time
domain simulation.
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Fig. 4. Characteristic impedance magnitude – ATP – Shunt
conductance values: 2.0×10-9 and 1.0×10-9 mhos/km.
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Fig. 5. Characteristic impedance phase – ATP – Shunt
conductance values: 2.0×10-9 and 1.0×10-9 mhos/km.
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Fig. 6. Propagation function magnitude – ATP – Shunt
conductance values: 2.0×10-9 and 1.0×10-9 mhos/km.
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Fig. 9. Characteristic impedance magnitude – Elements of
column 1 – Shunt conductance values: 1.0×10-9, 2.0×10-9 and
-8
1.0×10 mhos/km.
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Using ATP, a step voltage of 1.0 p.u. was applied to
phase 1, at the sending end, with the receiving end of
phases 1, 2 and 3 left opened. The Modal Transformation
matrix was calculated at 1.2 kHz and a 1.0 µs time step
was used for the time domain simulation. The voltage
waveforms at the receiving ends are shown in Fig. 7.

Voltage (p.u.)

Using the line parameters program implemented by
the authors, Zc(ω) and A(ω) were calculated in the phasedomain in the frequency range from 10-2 Hz to 106 Hz, for
three chosen shunt conductance values: 1.0×10-9 mhos/km,
2.0×10-9 mhos/km and 1.0×10-8 mhos/km. The results are
shown in figs. 9 to 11.
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Fig. 8. Double-circuit with two parallel three-phase lines.
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Fig. 7. Receiving end voltage waveforms – ATP – Shunt
conductance values: 2.0×10-9 and 1.0×10-9 mhos/km.

Fig. 10. Characteristic impedance phase – Elements of column 1
– Shunt conductance values: 1.0×10-9, 2.0×10-9 and 1.0×10-8
mhos/km.

In the low frequency range, the magnitude and phase
of the characteristic impedance matrix elements,
especially the diagonal ones, are very sensitive to shunt

conductance values. As in the modal-domain, the
propagation function in the phase-domain is not sensitive
to the shunt conductance.
Using EMTDC, the transmission line of Fig. 8 was
modelled in phase-domain. A step voltage of 1.0 p.u. was
applied to phases 1, 2 and 3, at the sending end, with the
receiving end of all phases left opened (Fig. 11). A 5.0 µs
time step was used for the time domain simulation. The
voltage waveforms at the receiving ends (phases 4, 5 and
6, from 10 ms up to 100 ms) are shown in Fig. 12.
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Fig. 11. A step voltage applied to phases 1, 2 and 3. All phases
at the receiving end are opened.
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VII. LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS
In EMTP programs, the electric conduction through
the air is neglected. Only the conduction through
insulators is taken into account. So, shunt conductances
are represented by a diagonal matrix.
Laboratory measurements were carried out to provide
better estimations for overhead line shunt conductances.
Two insulator configurations were used: with no grading
shields and with grading shields. The following insulator
types were considered:
• new glass-type insulators;
• old polluted glass-type insulators;
• new porcelain-type insulators;
• non-ceramic insulators.
A. Glass-type Insulators
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time domain simulation.
There are many situations in which time-domain
simulation results are not so sensitive to shunt
conductance values. This is the case of a line-to-ground
fault. The voltages at the receiving end of the line are not
affected by the shunt conductances when a positive
sequence voltage is applied to the sending end.
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Fig. 12. Receiving end voltage waveforms at phases 4, 5 and 6 –
EMTDC - Shunt conductance values: 1.0×10-9, 2.0×10-9 and
1.0×10-8 mhos/km.

A positive sequence three-phase voltage (1.0 p.u. rms,
60 Hz) was applied to phases 1, 2 and 3 at the sending
end, with the other terminals left opened. Fig. 13 shows
the effect of the line trapped charges at the receiving ends
(phases 1, 2 and 3) when the line is de-energized. A time
step of 50.0 µs was used for the time domain simulation.

Measurements were performed for 138 kV (a string of
nine insulators) and 230 kV (a string of sixteen
insulators) class of new and old (used) polluted glass-type
insulators.
CHESF (Companhia Hidroelétrica do São Francisco)
utility company supplied polluted insulators taken from an
overhead line section near Natal, a Brazilian northeast
city on the Atlantic coast. These insulators were used for
more than 5 years and local pollution was preserved on
their surfaces.
B. Porcelain-Type Insulators
Only new porcelain insulators were considered for 138
kV voltage class.
C. Non-ceramic Insulators
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Two different non-ceramic insulators were considered
for 138 kV: a Russian made insulator (insulator A) and a
Brazilian made insulator (insulator B) largely used in the
CHESF system.
For the 230 kV class a Brazilian made insulator
(insulator C) was used.
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Fig. 13. Trapped charge voltages at phases 1, 2 and 3 – EMTDC
- Shunt conductance values: 1.0×10-9, 2.0×10-9 and 1.0×10-8
mhos/km.

Again, It can be observed that small absolute changes
in the shunt conductance values led to different results in

Using a high-voltage Schering bridge, the insulator
strings capacitance and their loss tangent were measured
(Fig. 14) to determine the admittance parameters of Fig.
15. During the measurements the indoor temperature was
in the range from 25ºC to 27,5ºC and the relative

humidity was in between 60% and 76%. The measured
data are shown in tables 1 to 5.
Grounded
Structure

Table 4 – Laboratory measurements – Non-ceramic-type
insulators – 138 kV class.
Applied Voltage

Insulator

80 kV (rms)

Shunt
Conductance

Capacitance
(pF)

(mhos)
Insulator
String
0~300 kV
60 Hz

0~1 kV
60 Hz

Insulator
A
Standard Capacitor
300 kV

Schering
Bridge

Fig. 14. Experimental set up: insulator string, standard capacitor
and Schering bridge.

Insulator
B

With no grading
shields

1.1964×10-12

10.5889

With grading
shields

2.2427×10-12

14.8868

With no grading
shields

3.7525×10-13

9.9636

With grading
shields

5.7766×10-13

15.338

Table 5 – Laboratory measurements – Non-ceramic-type
insulators – 230 kV class.
Y e q = G + j.ω.C

G

C

Applied Voltage
133 kV (rms)

Shunt
Conductance

Capacitance
(pF)

(mhos)
Fig. 15. Insulator string equivalent admittance.
Table 1 – Laboratory measurements – Glass-type insulators –
138 kV class (string of 09 insulators).
Applied Voltage
80 kV (rms)

Shunt
Conductance

Capacitance
(pF)

(mhos)
New
insulators

Polluted
insulators

With no grading
shields

1.6276×10-10

16.0057

With grading
shields

1.9921×10-10

21.0728

With no grading
shields

8.0247×10-10

19.2302

With grading
shields

9.2142×10-10

23.6837

Table 2 – Laboratory measurements – Glass-type insulators –
230 kV class (string of 16 insulators).
Applied Voltage
133 kV (rms)

Shunt
Conductance

Capacitance

Insulators
C

With no grading
shields

3.4256×10-11

6.8906

With grading
shields

3.7927×10-13

10.0702

Grading shields, pollution and ageing affect shunt
conductance values.
For most configurations, conductance values increased
a little bit when grading shields were used. Exceptions
occurred for glass-type polluted insulator string and nonceramic-type insulator, both for 230 kV class with no
grading shields. In these situations, corona did appear
affecting the measurements.
Shunt conductances are more sensitive to pollution and
ageing. From tables 1 and 2 one can observe that shunt
conductance values increased up to 4 times the new
insulators conductance.
One should also notice that the higher the voltage class
the smaller is the shunt conductance.

(pF)

(mhos)
New
insulators

Polluted
insulators

With no grading
shields

8.5816×10-11

10.2638

VIII. SHUNT CONDUCTANCE IN EMTP PROGRAMS

With grading
shields

9.5276×10-11

12.6487

With no grading
shields

3.2433×10-10

10.7509

With grading
shields

2.5231×10-10

12.6163

Considering an average of four towers per kilometer
for a 138 kV overhead line (typical tower span of 250 m),
the shunt conductance obtained from measurements was
-12
in the range from 1.5×10 mhos/km (non-ceramic-type
-9
insulator) to 3.7×10 mhos/km (glass-type polluted
insulator string).
For a 230 kV line (typical tower span of 500 m), the
-13
shunt conductance was in the range from 7.6×10
-9
mhos/km (non-ceramic-type insulator) to 6.5×10
mhos/km (glass-type polluted insulator string).
The measured results were close to MICROTRAN
and ATP default shunt conductance values for glass-type
and porcelain-type insulators. For non-ceramic insulators,
the measured shunt conductance values were much
smaller than EMTP default values.

Table 3 – Laboratory measurements – Porcelain-type insulators
– 138 kV class (string of 09 insulators).
Applied Voltage
80 kV (rms)

Shunt
Conductance

Capacitance
(pF)

(mhos)
New
insulators

With no grading
shields

1.6514×10-10

14.6155

With grading
shields

1.8203×10-10

19.3175

IX. CONCLUSIONS
The characteristic impedance, either in modal or
phase-domain, is very sensitive to shunt conductance
values in the low frequency range. This can affect time
domain simulation results.
Laboratory measurements were carried out to
determine appropriate shunt conductance values. Four
different insulator types were used: new glass-type
insulators, old polluted glass-type insulators, new
porcelain-type insulators, and non-ceramic insulators.
Insulator strings with no grading shields and with grading
shields were considered for 138 kV and 230 kV voltage
classes. Grading shields, pollution and ageing affect shunt
conductance values.
Shunt conductance values obtained for glass-type and
porcelain-type insulators were close to MICROTRAN
and ATP default values. For non-ceramic insulators, shunt
conductance values were much smaller than the default
values used in ATP, EMTDC and MICROTRAN
programs.
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